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Abstract : The temperature variation of bound state energies are evaluated for He-LiF 
system from the pole of exact T-Matrix of the system Green’s function. A nice agreement 
is reported between the calculated and experimental bound state energy for a particular 
substrate temperature (10° K). The temperature variation of the bound state energy is con­
sequently attributed to the inelastic component of the gas-surface scattering.
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1 .  I n t r o d u c t i o n
Recently there has been renewed experimental and theoretical interest in 
the low energy sticking probabilities of very light gas particles on physisorb- 
ing surfaces[l-3]. The mechanism behind sticking in the quantum regime is 
understood from the observed sticking coefficients and the elastic scattering 
probabilities, particularly from a cold surface. However, the attenuation of 
the elastic intensity of light particles scattered from solid surface seems to be 
an interesting and important factor in interpreting the sticking mechanism.
In our work, we have theoretically studied the attenuation in the elastic 
scattering probabilities through the change in BS energy from the change in 
the pole structure of scattering T - Matrix that corresponds to retaining the 
real one-phonon process. We have worked out in detail, a quantum statistical 
theory of a gas particle at the surface of solid system obeying Morse-potential 
which show localized physisorbtion to a BS, whose energy E n in magnitude is
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less than the maximum phonon energy of the solid(ftu>£)).
2. Theoretical Model
For just one shallow BS the one dimensional static surface potential is
V0(x )  = U0 (1)
This agrees well with the experimental data though it decreases faster as 
x -*■ oo. The model Hamiltonian of the gas solid interaction with the localized 
and non-localized basis may be written as
H — Hat +  ^ I  +  Hdyn (2)
where, H st = ekn k + 2 ,  '
nk =  cjcfc, nq = aja, are the occupation numbers for nonlocalized and local­
ized scattering states respectively, and e*, e, are the single particle energies 
in the state k and q. Now using the linear transformation a, = <f>q(k )cq
for diagonalization we have H at = £ 9<4a9, where q labels both the BS
energy and the continuum energy E k =  with the gas particle mass m. 
The aj and a q are the creation and annihilation operators of a gas particle in 
the state q. The Hamiltonian of the solid in the harmonic approximation will 
be
H S =  ^ T ,  h u Pbl bp ( 3 )
V
with bp and bp are the creation and annihilation operators of longitudinal 
acoustic phonons of frequency u>p. The phonon-mediated gas solid interaction 
is accounted for, by the dynamic part of the Hamiltonian which in lowest order 
harmonic approximation is given by
Hdyn = £  x(?> Q -  p)aj-p 2 + &-pK  • (4)
9 .9 - P
where for local surface potential we have
x M )  “  <2m r i  /  (5)
where the 0 , ’s are the eigenfunctions of H st i.e.,
( - s s 2 ? + V o ( * ) W * ( x ) = • & • * • < * > (6)
with solid particle mass M and N, the particle number in a normalized box of 
the gas of length L.
By similarity transformation the Hamiltonian(2) neglecting the phonon 
absorption is reduced to -
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H  ~  S  E i a l a <i +  + 2  ]C  * ~ X (?' + 9 ')
9 p
where >^  = ~  Now, in order to obtain the Dyson equation for the scattering 
T-Matrix we write the single particle Greens function as,
Gkm(t) = «  Ofc(<),al,(0) >> • (8)
The Greens function may be written in the form of Dyson equation using the 
Hamiltonian (7) and taking the Fourier transformation as
Gkk(E) = Gk( 0) + Gk(0)TGkh(E) (9)
which on iterative solution leads to
Gkk(E) = G0(E) + G0(E)TGo(E) (10)
where,




Here, q and (q-p) are the localized state and BS momenta respectively and E 
is the effective finsil energy with transformed BS energy En due to gas-solid 
interaction plus a phonon energy.
The relative gas atom occupation number in the substrate maintained at 
temperature T ,  and pressure P is 
n9-p = ®cp[P(K  -  A*)] «  1
with ft = jfnjr and /i is the chemical potential of gas. Now while evaluating
I x(?»n) |2 we consider for convenience the dimensionless parameters
0 * -  { = 7ar> -  yx0 and get the normalized BS wave function as
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M x )  =  \ / 7 f n ( 0 >  w ith
/ „ ( { ) =  ( 2 ff0) S nr - l ( 2 S „ )  [ 2 S "n+ n ]  i
X exp e~Sn^ ~ ^ i 2Sn (2er0e~^~^°^jjt (11)
where Sn = <*0 -  n ~ 5,' with n = 0, 1, 2,......... and L*Sn(u) is a Laguerre
Polynomial.
The continuum state wave function of momentum q normalized in a box 
of length L, (—L < x < L), are given by 
M x ) = (2Zr)~5/(77;0» V = 9/7 and
m  l )  =  I ■ I exp ( - c e - U - M e - M i - M )
V (5 -  (To + ii],l + 2irj,2a0e~ ^~ ^)9  (12)
where ^  (a , 6, z) is a confluent Hpergeometric function that vanishes as z —► 
00. Again while evaluating the sums we use the thermodynamic limit z.e.
—► (7) /0°° dA: to perform the sum over the phonon states for a Debye 
model z.e. * (^ r1) wjjduip This leads to
y  A
^  ( F , ~
9___ __
( £  - 1 : , )
3(2o q -  2.i - 1 )  m
8^(711)1(2^0 -  n )M
f c sinh
Jo (sin2 ( 7t J x
 (2wy/x) (x + (<r0 -  n -  5))
{ity/ ) + cos2 (ttcto)) (r + S2 -  5 2 + x)
X l r Q  + ao + *V^j P ^  + l^ d i  • (13)
The equation (13) has been evaluated numerically to obtain the BS solution 
from the resonance condition z.e.
‘ - M r - 0 (14)
3 .  R e s u l t s
Using the temperature independent zeroth BS (Eq) energy from the Morse 
potential, we have evaluated the temperature dependent part of the BS from 
the equation (14). For the substrate temperature T„ -  10oA. The Morse
Table 1: Morse potential parameters [4], BS energy and substrate temperature.
7 H ") ~  1*09* U0(K ) = 89.0, r = 145.79, tro = 4.1979, m/M , = 0 152 
Jm D/K 0(K ) = 730.0
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BS energy in 0 K Substrate temp in u K
Expt. value [5J Cal. value Expt, value [6] Cal. value
68.47 10 68.48 8.2
Table 2: Variation of BS energy with subitrate temperature due to phonon 
mediated inelastic part.
T° K 8.25 8.5 8.75 9.0 9.5 10.0 10.25
B 'o /K ^K 68.97 71.25 73.53 75.82 80.40 85.0 87.316?1IIKld 0.5 2.78 5.06 7.37 11.93 16.53 18.84
potential parameters and the temperature dependent BS energies for different 
substrate temperatures around 10°if have been given in Table 1. The sub­
strate temperature evaluated by fitting the experimental BS energies agrees 
well with the reported value. The component of the BS energy which con­
tribute to the inelastic scattering may be estimated from the calculated results 
of variation of BS given in Table 2. The nature of variation of BS energy with 
temperature is shown in Fig. 1.
3. Conclusion
W e  have eva lu a ted  th e  change in  th e  BS energy due to  phonon m ed ia tio n  
fo r  H e  b eam  in c id en t on th e  L iF  surface and have shown th a t  th e  phonon  m ed i­
a te d  BS energy changes w ith  te m p e ra tu re . T h is  ind icates  th a t  th e  p ro b a b ility  
o f  c a p tu re  by a  BS 'increases w ith  slight v a r ia tio n  o f  th e  su b stra te  te m p e ra tu re  
T t . I f  we increase 7 $  fu rth e rm o re  th e  h igher o rd er effects becom e m o re  im p o r­
ta n t  an d  m o re  channels fo r BS ca p tu re  becom e p robab le . F o rm  th e  n a tu re  o f 
th e  curve in  F ig . 1, i t  is obvious th a t  th e  rise in  su b stra te  te m p e ra tu re  im plies  
th a t  as m o re  and  m ore  one phonon energies are  e m itte d  th e  BS energy w ill go 
deeper and  deeper.
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